
Kirkliston Primary School 

Pupil Council Meeting 

2nd March 2015 

 

 

Present 

Hannah Green P1A   Anna Crow   P1B 

Eden Campbell P2T   Kirsten Small   P2H 

Ben Sansom  P3M   Lewis Briggs   P3B/N 

Thomas Nutley        P4M   Lewis Young   P4B 

Faye Robb  P5W   Callum Glendinning  P5J 

Finlay Blain  P6M   David Westwater  P6H 

Aishling Gaynor P7B   Holly Richmond  P7F 

Mrs Paterson  Head Teacher Mrs Miller   PSA 

 

Agenda 

1. Last Minutes 

2. Outdoor Learning 

3. KPSA Meeting 

4. A.O.B. 

 

 

1. From the last minutes - Aishling and David wrote a letter to the local police 

asking for some help with the parking problems outside the school. They 

received a reply from the police saying that they were very interested in 

getting involved and helping us with this problem. They will be in touch with 

the school soon to work with the JRSO and Pupil Council members. 

 

We have a large playground with a lot of grass to play on, however in the winter 

the grass is often out of bounds and the area for playing is significantly reduced. 



 
 

 How can we improve the playground and our outdoor learning? 

 How can we make the grass areas usable all year round? 

 It’s important to look after the playground for the children at the school now 

and for the children who will come in the future.  

 

 Plant bushes and trees to play around 

 Create hills, mounds 

 Create a maze 

 Have a family space for brothers and sisters to meet 

 More bark 

 Less grass 

 Extend climbing frames 

 More equipment for the playground e.g.  Skipping ropes, hoops, balls, 

bubbles etc. 

 Make a forest by putting in bushes and trees 

 

2. KPSA meeting this evening – How can they help us? 

 

 Ask KPSA for ideas on how to improve the playground 

 Find out if the KPSA have any funds they could use for playground 

improvements 

 Find out how they run their meetings compared to ours 

 

3. A.O.B. 

 Some children felt the cloakrooms were very busy – some of the pegs were 

too close together – there are a lot of children in the school, hopefully there 

will be more space when the extension is built but the pegs will be looked at to 

find a way to improve them. 

 The computers seem to be out of order a lot – the computers do get sorted 

when they break down but we have to follow the correct procedures which 

can take time. 

 

 

Date of the next meeting 

Tuesday 12th May  

@ 2pm 


